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Rollover prevention is always one of the research hotspots in vehicle design. Active hydraulically interconnected suspension (HIS)
is a promising technology to reduce vehicle body roll angle caused by different driving inputs and road conditions. .is paper
proposes a novel actuator of the active HIS system. .e actuator consists of two cylinders, a ball screw, and only one motor. .e
actuator proposed can reduce the number of motors needed in the system. Meanwhile, forced vibration identification (FVI) is
used to identify the transfer function of a half-car physical model and a Kalman state observer is applied to eliminate the influence
of sensor noise. .e FVI method can eliminate most model uncertainties and hidden variables. Aggressive and moderate optimal
linear quadratic Gaussian (LQG) methods are implemented to control the motion of the vehicle body based on the identified
transfer function of the physical model..e performance of an active HIS systemwith an aggressive andmoderate LQG controller
is compared with that of a passive HIS system..e effectiveness of the LQG controller is validated by simulation and experimental
results. Also, the obtained results show that the stabilization speed of the active HIS system is 20% faster than that of the passive
HIS system and the roll angle can be reduced up to 55% than that of the passive HIS system.

1. Introduction

Recently, with the increase in the speed of vehicles on road due
to improved driving conditions, the number of rollover ac-
cidents is rising. .erefore, anti-roll performance receives
increasing attention in the vehicle design process. Among the
measures to reduce roll angles such as active steering, dif-
ferential braking, and active suspension, the application of
active steering and differential braking will interfere with
normal driving operation. Hence, it will be more worthy to
investigate the benefits brought by applying active suspensions
for preventing vehicle rollover accidents from happening [1].

.e vehicle suspension system is a system that connects
wheels and the vehicle body. A suspension system mainly
serves two purposes. .e first purpose is to isolate the shock
and vibration generated by the road excitation to protect
occupants from ride discomfort. .e second purpose is to
keep the wheels in contact with the road surface to improve

the stability and safety of the vehicle [2]. Generally, vehicle
suspensions can be classified into three types according to
energy consumption and control force, i.e., passive, semi-
active, and active suspensions [3, 4]. .e passive suspension
generally consists of shock absorbers and springs. Param-
eters of passive suspensions are generally fixed and cannot be
adjusted after manufacture. Conflicts are existing between
ride comfort and handling performance on passive sus-
pensions [5, 6]. .e semiactive suspension is improved from
passive suspension, but the external energy input into the
suspension system is insufficient to stabilize the motion of
the vehicle body. .e active suspension is a kind of sus-
pension which can provide sufficient energy to stabilize the
motion of the vehicle body [7]. Compared with passive and
semiactive suspension, the active suspension usually realizes
its function by four independently acting force actuators.
.e purpose of the actuators is to produce or dissipate
energy under different road excitations.
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In recent decades, many studies have been performed on
the suspensions. Smith et al. proposed a passive HIS, and the
experimental results show that the roll angle of the proposed
passive HIS system is 52.2% lower than that of passive
suspension [8]. .e structure and working principle of the
passive HIS system are introduced in [9]. .ere are damper
valves, accumulators, fluid circuits, and hydraulic cylinders.
.e HIS system is designed in a way where the components
of the passive suspension system are coupled hydraulically
via single- or double-acting cylinders. .is external linkage
provides extra support to the suspension components at the
wheel. .e passive HIS system distributes fluid flow to
dampers and accumulators in a way that depends on the
particular suspension mode in operation. .e suspension
mode includes bounce, roll, pitch, and warpmode. However,
the roll angle of the passive HIS system cannot be reduced to
zero because there is no external power to stabilize the
vehicle body. Yao et al. proposed a novel dual-mode
interconnected suspension with a switching configuration
depending on the vehicle working conditions [10]. However,
the dual-mode interconnected suspension cannot adjust the
posture of the vehicle body actively to counter the roll
moment. By comparison, many studies claim that better
anti-roll performance can be achieved by the active sus-
pension [11–13]. Wu et al. compared the anti-roll perfor-
mance of active HIS with passive suspension..e simulation
result shows that the roll angle of the active HIS can be
reduced to zero degrees while the roll angle of the passive
suspension is 6.9 degrees..e load transfer rate of active HIS
is 15.2% lower than that of passive suspension. However, the
structure of active HIS in [14] is just a theoretical model.
Anton proposed a novel active HIS in [15]. .e comparison
is made between the passive suspension, passive HIS system,
and active HIS system. .e results show that the maximum
roll angle of the active HIS system is 84.13% lower than that
of passive suspension and 70.7% lower than that of the
passive HIS system. However, this paper does not consider
the sensor noise, and the experimental test of the proposed
active HIS is not performed. Zhang et al. proposed a new
spherical simplex UKF (SSUKF) observer based on an
electrohydraulic active suspension. .eir test results show
that the proposed SSUKF observer can significantly depress
body motion and decrease mode energy [16]. However, the
work in [16] does not consider the model uncertainties
which are inevitable in practical application. .e model
uncertainties widely exist in the real world [17]. Many
studies have been dedicated to eliminating the passive in-
fluence of the model uncertainties [18–20]. However, the
numerical method cannot fully eliminate the model un-
certainties due to the complexity of the real physical system.
Liang et al. proposed a novel Chebyshev interval method to
reduce the influence of the model uncertainties such as pipe
friction coefficient and fluid damping coefficient [21].

However, the method is not convenient to implement in real
car experiment.

.e active suspension proposed in this paper is a roll-
plane active HIS system with an independent force actuator,
which is evolved from the passive HIS system [9]. .e
objective of this paper is to design an LQG controller with a
Kalman state observer based on the proposed roll-plane
active HIS system. .e control objective of the proposed
controller is to minimize the roll angle of the vehicle’s body
to prevent rollover accidents. .e FVI test is used to reduce
the influence of model uncertainties.

.is paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, the
model of the active HIS system for a sport utility vehicle
(SUV) is introduced and the state-space equation is derived;
in Section 3, the transfer function of the open-loop control
system is identified through the FVI test, which makes
preparation for the closed-loop control system design; the
LQG controller with the Kalman state observer is designed
in Section 4; MATLAB simulation and the bench test are
performed in Section 5.

2. Modeling

Passive HIS systems have been modeled and thoroughly
studied in [9]. .e studies proved that an HIS system has a
promising potential for the improvement of driving safety
and rollover prevention of vehicles. Besides, these studies
also provide opportunities to further improve the HIS
system. .e proposed active HIS system in this paper is
developed based on a passive HIS system..e mechanism of
the proposed active HIS system is shown in Figure 1, in
which an actuator is added in the passive HIS system. .e
active HIS system consists of an actuator formed by a cyl-
inder-piston unit and its drivingmotor. As the pistonmoves,
the hydraulic fluid flows from one side to another creating
pressure difference between hydraulic circuits P1 and P2.
.e differential pressure is then converted into an additional
anti-roll force exerted on the vehicle body. .e novel system
proposed in this paper does not need an additional accu-
mulator for hydraulic fluid. Neither does this system need
four active actuators in [22]. .is novel model proposed in
this paper reduces the number of actuators, accumulators,
and pumps needed in the system while realizing the same
function. .e proposed actuator reduces significant costs for
the development of an active suspension system.

A half-car model equipped with an active HIS system is
shown in Figure 2. .e state-space equations of the roll-
plane half-car model can be obtained by applying the
Lagrange method. .e detailed derivation process is
shown in [15]. .e state-space equations are given in
equations (1)–(5), and the state-space variables are given in
Table 1:
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3. System Identification

3.1. Model Base Control through System Identification.
According to modern control theory, feedback controllers of
mechanical systems can be classified into two major types,
i.e., the model-dependent type andmodel-independent type.
Model-dependent controllers, such as state feedback con-
trollers, necessarily require preceding knowledge of transfer
function or state-space information of the real physical
system..e other type is the model-independent type which
does not need preceding knowledge of the physical system.
.e proportional integral derivative (PID) controller is one
of the typical model-independent controllers which can be
tuned by trial and error conveniently. However, the PID
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Figure 1: Mechanism of the proposed active HIS system.
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Figure 2: Half-car model with the active HIS system.

Table 1: State-space model variables.

Variable Symbol Unit
State variable (x � x1, x2, x3, x4, x1, x2, x3, x4)

T

Left wheel vertical displacement x1 m
Right wheel vertical displacement x2 m
Vehicle body vertical displacement on the left x3 m
Vehicle body vertical displacement on the right x4 m
Input variables (u � ω1,ω2, fr,Δxa)T

Left road input disturbance ω1 m
Right road input disturbance ω2 m
Equivalent roll force due to lateral acceleration fr N
Actuator displacement Δxa m
Output variable y � (Δx1,Δx2, xs,φs)

T

Left suspension deflection Δx1 m
Right suspension deflection Δx2 m
Vehicle center of gravity vertical displacement xs m
Vehicle body roll angle φs rad
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controller is sensitive to noise and fails to provide acceptable
performance under transducer noise. Based on these
characteristics, the model-dependent controller is chosen in
this paper. .erefore, the accurate identification of the
transfer function of the physical system is essential for the
model-dependent controller design.

3.2. Identification Experiment of Real Systems. Although
many numerical derivation methods of the transfer function
and state-space equations have been proposed, they cannot
fully reflect the properties of the real physical systems due to
hidden variables and model uncertainties. In this paper, the
powerful FVI experiment is chosen to identify the transfer
function and state-space equations of a real physical system.
.e acquired test results from the FVI experiment will fully
reflect the property of the real system including hidden vari-
ables andmodel uncertainties..e test rig of the half-carmodel
equipped with an active HIS system is shown in Figure 3.

.e test rig is built upon a support frame acting as a
support. .e horizontal frame is suspended on two sus-
pension springs located on the left and the right side, re-
spectively. Two additional mass blocks placed on the
horizontal frame are used to increase the inertia of the
system. .e horizontal frame can only move vertically and
rotate around the bearing axis..e purpose of the horizontal
frame is to simulate the vehicle body. .e mass block on the
horizontal frame is to simulate the inertia properties of a real
car. .ere are two minor frames on both sides that represent
the unsprung mass including wheels and tires. .e func-
tionality of the roll actuator is to push and pull the roll frame

against the roll-center bearing. .e roll frame is attached to
the bottom of the horizontal frame. .e active HIS system is
embedded into the half-car assembly.

.e external disturbance is exerted on the test rig by
pushing the roll actuator against the roll-center bearing. .e
horizontal frame representing the vehicle body will incline in
response to this external input. .e vertical displacement of
the horizontal frame is measured by linear variable dis-
placement transducers (LVDTs) in the left and right side of
the horizontal frame, respectively. .e measured data from
LVDT will be sent to the controller to analyze the roll angle
of the horizontal frame. With the signal from the controller,
the motor will drive the actuator to oppose the roll moment
disturbance and decrease the roll angle value.

.e schematic diagram of the identification experiment
is shown in Figure 4. According to the theory of second-
order systems, when subjecting the half-car test rig equipped
with an active HIS system to a specific sine wave excitation,
the response will be a sine wave with the same frequency but
with different amplitude and phase. By taking the fast
Fourier transform of the input disturbance and output of the
test rig, the response magnitude ratio and phase angle
difference between the input and output can be obtained.
After each test, a data point of the Bode diagram can be
added. .e identification experiment is performed at one
particular frequency each time. .e test should be carried
out enough times to fully cover the range of frequency of
interest. In this paper, the frequency range of interest is
0.1∼ 10Hz. Based on the data points in 0.1∼ 10Hz, the
identified curve can be fitted as Figure 5. .e transfer
function identified is as follows:
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Figure 3: Half-car testing rig. (a) .e main view of the test stand. (b) .e top view of the test stand. (c) .e proposed actuator of the active
HIS system. (d) Schematic diagram showing the translating method of roll moment to roll angle of the main body.
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4. Control System Design and Validation

4.1. Control System Design. Based on the transfer function
identified from the identification experiment, the controller
can be accurately designed. To suppress the motion of the
vehicle body, a linear quadratic regulator (LQR) controller is
chosen for the active HIS system. LVDTs are used in this
paper to measure the vertical displacement of wheels and the
vehicle body. However, the electromagnetic noise of LVDT
will affect the function of the system, so the Kalman state
observer method is used in this paper to filter the noise.
When LQR and Kalman observers are working together,
they are equivalent to an LQG controller which is widely
used in many industries for its high reliability and
robustness.

.e control system of the active HIS system is illustrated
in Figure 6. .e displacement data measured by the left and
right LVDTs are converted into roll angle firstly, and then
roll angle data will be processed by the Kalman state observer
to reduce the influence of sensor noise. .e corrected roll
angle data will be sent to the LQR controller to adjust the

rotation speed of the actuator motor, which will move the
actuator to produce an anti-roll torque.

In the process of LQR controller design, two different
controller settings are chosen: the moderate and aggressive
settings. For the moderate setting, Qm and Gm are defined in
equations (7) and (8). For the aggressive setting,Qa andGa are
defined in equations (9) and (10). In this paper, other relevant
parameters of the LQR controller are derived in MATLAB:
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Figure 4: Schematic diagram of system identification experiment.
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4.2. Control System Performance. .e accuracy of the FVI
method is verified by comparing the predicted curve with the
identified curve in the Bode diagram. .e identified curve is
fitted by measurement data of the real physical system. .e
predicted curve is converted from the state-space equation
deduced in [15]..e comparison result is shown in Figures 7
and 8.

.e identified transfer function of the test rig from
disturbance to roll angle when controlled with LQG at a
moderate setting is shown as follows:

Tm �
−472000s + 8555

s
4

+ 55.65s
3

+ 540.9s
2

+ 11140s + 43880
. (11)

.e identified transfer function of the test rig from
disturbance to roll angle when controlled with LQG at an
aggressive setting is shown as follows:

Ta �
2530000s − 189900

s
4

+ 148.6s
3

+ 9387s
2

+ 49050s + 1586000
. (12)

From Figures 7 and 8, it can be concluded that the
identified curve and the predicted curve are in good
agreement..e slight difference between the identified curve
and predicted curve is caused by model uncertainties and
hidden variables, which once again validates the accuracy of
the FVI method.

To verify the performance of the control system, the
Bode diagram of the open-loop system, closed-loop system
with the moderate setting, and closed-loop system with the
aggressive setting is compared, and the result is shown in
Figure 9.

As seen in Figure 9, LQG controllers effectively attenuate
the magnitude of response in the low-frequency domain.
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.e frequency of the peak points is approximately 2.3Hz.

.e peak value of the active HIS system with aggressive LQG
is 21.9% lower than that of the passive HIS system. .e peak
value of the active HIS system with aggressive LQG is 10.1%
lower than that of the passive HIS system.

5. Simulation and Bench Test

5.1. Simulation. .e pole map of the open-loop and the
closed-loop systems is displayed in Figure 10.

As seen in Figure 10, the poles of the closed-loop system
with the LQG controllers are located further to the left than
the open-loop system, which validates the excellent perfor-
mance of the designed LQG controllers. Besides, the LQG
controller with an aggressive setting shows better stability

performance than the controller with a moderate setting. .e
simulation result of the response of the open-loop and closed-
loop systems under step excitation is shown in Figure 11.

It can be seen from Figure 11 that the open-loop system
has the highest response amplitude and the closed-loop
system with an aggressive setting controller has the lowest
response amplitude. After stabilization, the half-car body
with an open-loop system still tilts due to the influence of
step excitation. However, the response amplitude of the
closed-loop system after stabilization is zero. It is because
that the controller will detect roll angle information and
adjust the vehicle body position automatically. .e oscil-
lation stop time of the system with an aggressive and
moderate controller is approximately the same, and both are
lower than that of the open-loop system.
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5.2. Drop Test. .e purpose of the drop test is to imitate the
sharp steering which is defined in J-turn or Fishhook ma-
neuver by the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
(NHTSA). .e test method is used to lift one side of the
horizontal frame with a crane and then drop it suddenly. .e
readings of the roll angle and hydraulic pressure are recorded
in the hydraulic circuit. .e test result is shown in Figure 12.

Compared with Figure 11, the simulation result and drop
test result are in good agreement, which demonstrates that the
identified model accurately characterizes the real physical
system..e stabilization time of the passive HIS system is 5 s,
while the time for the activeHIS system is 4 s..e stabilization
speed of the active HIS system is 20% faster than that of the
passive HIS system. .e maximum roll angle for the passive
HIS system is 4.56 degrees while that for the active HIS system

with moderate LQG and aggressive LQG is 3.0 degrees and
2.05 degrees, respectively. In other words, the roll angle of the
active HIS system can be reduced by up to 55% than that of
the passive HIS system. Besides, the active HIS system with
aggressive LQG will consume more energy though the roll
angle can be reduced further. .e choice of aggressive and
moderate LQG controller will depend on the tunning of the
active HIS system. .e hydraulic pressure in the circuit is
presented in Figure 13.

As seen in Figure 13, the maximum pressure in the
hydraulic circuit of the active HIS system is 42.9% higher
than that in the circuit of the passive HIS system. .e
pressure difference is generated by the actuator, which
demonstrates the positive role of the actuator in suppressing
the vehicle body roll motion.
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6. Conclusions

.is paper firstly proposes a novel active HIS system, which
consists of components in the passive HIS system and an
actuator formed by a cylinder-piston unit and its driving
motor. .e new active HIS system saves significant costs by
using only one actuator while realizing the same functionality.
Secondly, it presented a specific design of the LQG controller
and Kalman observer based on the active HIS system. During
the controller design process, an FVI method is used in the
active suspension development process to identify the transfer
function of the real physical system..is method of controller
design is more effective as it eliminates most model uncer-
tainties and hidden variables to the maximum extent possible.
It makes the controller design process straightforward without
the necessity of tunning by trial and error. Moreover, this

approach is sure to be consistent with the real system that the
controller is designed for. .e simulation and bench test
results demonstrate the excellent performance of the proposed
control method and system identification method. .e bench
test results show that the stabilization speed of the active HIS
system is 20% faster than that of the passive HIS system and
the roll angle can be reduced up to 55% than the passive HIS
system. .e proposed active HIS system can be applied to the
real car to reduce the overall cost and achieve better anti-roll
performance at the same time..e system is potentially useful
for heavy vehicles like trucks, buses, and SUVs.

As future work, we would like to design a switchable
controller integrated with anti-pitch, anti-roll, and anti-
bounce function based on motion-mode energy detection.
.e real car status will be detected in real-time to switch the
controller to the relative mode.
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Figure 12: Pressure measurement results in the drop test.
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compared between open- and closed-loop systems.
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